
Playing games and hanging out outside. 

On September 18th, CLASS Day 
Program visited the KONG Pet 
Toy factory in Golden. It was a 
larger than normal group that 
was able to go since KONG 
doesn’t usually give tours and 
many members of CLASS wanted 
to attend.  At the factory, 
everyone was able to see how 
KONG’s rubber dog toys are 
made.  CLASS member Robert 
said, "It was interesting how they 
made all that stuff at once. They 
start out at the bottom and make 
their way up” (bottom of the 
factory to the top).  Eddie noted 
that “they were popping them as 
they came off. It was loud.”  
Joanne as well noted that they 
also got to see how they package 
the toys.   

After the tour, everyone ate 
lunch in the cafeteria and 
played games such as cornhole, 
giant Jenga and Bocce Ball.  
KONG even provided cupcakes 
for everyone!  The group got to 
pick out toys to take home to 
their pets. "They told us to just 
go pick some out." said Joannie, 
"I got four toys for my pets. It 
was awesome."  We cannot 
thank Kong enough for having 
us out and making it an 
incredible experience! 

Employees of KONG with their dogs 

A serious game of Connect Four between a member 

of CLASS and an Employee of KONG 

Members of CLASS playing Giant Jenga 
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Members of CLASS and employees of 

KONG playing Giant Jenga 

The incredibly nice employees 

at Kong had members of CLASS 

judge how heavy each toy was 

and squeeze them to see how 

hard they are.  Robert said he 

was “happy they showed each 

task at each station.”  And 

since employees of Kong are 

able to bring their dogs to 

work, CLASS got to meet and 

pet many sweet dogs!   
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